1964 c10 stepside

I always enjoy seeing what our Readers are finding and saving from barns, garages and
carports, which is what makes the Barn Finds Classifieds so great! When I spotted this Stepside
Chevy C10 that reader Kevin A listed in the classifieds, it seemed like a great find to take a
closer look at. It really is amazing just how sought after these trucks have become! Price guides
are rarely the best source of actual current market values, but they give us a good look at past
sales, and just in the past few months values for top condition half-ton C10s have seen a sharp
rise. It currently features a set of bucket seats, but it seems likely that it originally would have
had a bench seat. The previous owner converted it from a column shift to a floor shifter. This
truck is definitely going to be a project, but it has a ton of potential! It looks like with some work,
you could make it a driver without giving it a full restoration. So, would you just focus on
getting this one back on the road or would you go ahead and restore it back to its original
condition? This truck has a lot of possibilities and could be put back on the road without too
much effort. This style truck can look outstanding in a crowd of cars and trucks when properly
restored. I hate that the shifter was removed from the column and put on the floor, and those
ugly bucket seats definitely got to go to the nearest dumpster. Oh well, to each their own. God
bless America. Plenty rusty. Full body-off restoration without a doubt. That interior falls short of
total replacement. The turn signal switch must be shot because I can see no justification for an
aftermarket set up like it currently has. Back to original, right down to the 15 inch wheels and
dog-dish hubcapsâ€¦. The bushings in the 3 on the tree were out and made it hard to shift. Floor
shifter was an easy fix. The inside of this truck just looks hacked!!! Wires hanging the seats
look crooked and in my opinion there should only be a bench seat in a truck like this!!!
Aftermarket there is just about anything you want!!! Just got to hope the cab and chassis are
ok!!! Questionable with the rust holes on the hood!!! Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Joshua Mortensen. Like This? Get Our Daily
Email. Comments Major Thom. Sold already? With the hood rusting can the underside be far
behindâ€¦ or ahead? Major Thom. Now the link worksâ€” so get your hands on a real moldy
oldie! Johnmloghry Member. God bless America 1. Back to original, right down to the 15 inch
wheels and dog-dish hubcapsâ€¦ 2. Floor shifter was an easy fix 1. All that green algae growing
on it would mean its been sitting somewhere damp for a long time. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily
Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn
Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View
Limit Reached! Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse
Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Kept a lot of the original look but definitely modified.
There's at Private Seller. Dealership Showcased. This Chevrolet C10 is a fresh build that is
going to leave you wanting for nothing. After all This Chevy C10 fleetside big-back-window
pickup has undergone a frame-off restoration and is p Auction Vehicle. Powered by the
later-model VIN: 4CH Nice Beige paint with wood bed kit. Original Hi It has an Original e This
stunning Chevy C10 has undergone a complete frame-off restoration. Please No Refine Search?
Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth
interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition
has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed
with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey
and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida
beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and
independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced
in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is
finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac
Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from
new, retaining its original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system.
The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally
sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. I am a private collector and one of the largest classic car wholesalers in
the country with an endless passion for classic cars and trucks. Some of our vehicles located in

California have been rented out to movies, commercials, photoshoots and parties. We carry a
large selection of makes and models that includes everything from rare European and Japanese
classics all the way American Classics, Mopars and Pickup Trucks. If so, you are in the right
place! I know that magic feeling when the right quality meets the right price. View our collection
where you will find vehicles starting from projects to fully restored concours condition cars and
trucks. We update our collection very often and right now we are liquidating some of our
collection with the lowest prices out there to make room for new arrivals. The Ford F-Series is a
series of light-duty trucks and medium-duty trucks Class that have been marketed and
manufactured by Ford Motor Company since While most variants of the F-Series trucks are
full-size pickup trucks, the F-Series also includes chassis cab trucks and commercial vehicles.
The Ford F-Series has been the best-selling vehicle in the United States since and the
best-selling pickup since It is also the best selling vehicle in Canada. Second generation For the
model year, an all-new version of the F-Series made its debut. Increased dimensions, improved
engines, and an updated chassis were features of the second generation. Additionally, a change
to the F-Series naming scheme would remain in place to the present day. Please note, I want to
make sure that you are absolutely satisfied with your purchase. Bid with confidence and if you
have any questions that I might not have covered in the description, don't hesitate to ask. You
can email me or send me your telephone number and I will give you a call. I have tried my best
to describe this vehicle as accurately as I can. Remember, this vehicle is from the 's and can
have some imperfections that I'm not aware of. Shipping Buyer is responsible for shipping
costs. I can cooperate with your shipper. This vehicle is advertised on other websites, so I have
the right to end the auction early if it gets sold. Payment Please, be ready to buy when you click.
The final payment is due within 7 days after the auction ends. Balance is to be paid via bank
wire or a certified bank cashier's check. Check will need to clear before the vehicle is released
and the title is sent. The winning bidder needs to contact me within 24 hours of auction end to
make payment arrangements. Please, arrange all financing prior to bidding. If you are not sure
about anything, please don't assume - just ask. I'm very easy going and will help in any way I
can, but, please, be absolutely sure that you are ready to buy when you bid. All non-paying
bidders will be reported to eBay. Disclaimer People have different opinions and expectations of
older vehicles. It is your responsibility to personally inspect the vehicle or send a third-party
inspector that will perform an inspection to your satisfaction. Remember, this vehicle is from
the 's, and even though I've tried my best to describe it, it can have some imperfections which
I'm not aware of. Due to vehicle age all sales are "Final" and "As Is". Skip to main content. Add
to Watchlist. This listing has ended. The seller has relisted this item or one like this. Visit store.
Feb 04, PST. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. About Us.
Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights
reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not
responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any
questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 04, PST. Item location: Homestead, Florida, United States. Seller:
gr8dayca Seller's other items. For our consignors, we are the only auto brokers that offer a
Transparent Sale Disclosure. This means, when a car sells, we provide an exact copy of the Bill
of Sale. We do this so our clients know exactly who bought their car, where it went, and most
importantly how much we sold it for. No funny business. For our buyers, our vehicles are listed
on the Internet, with over photos, including undercarriage pictures, and walk-around videos of
the vehicles running plus a narrative-style write-up of the cars history and features. Our
international exposure allows us to sell cars across the globe, and we sell a majority of them
out of state and overseas. We are not a gallery. Vehicles can be seen locally by appointment as
potential buyers are given our undivided attention. We welcome third-party pre-purchase
inspections on all purchases in our indoor, heated showroom. We take pride in our
descriptions, photos, and videos but we are humans and ultimately not perfect. All sales are
final. We do offer shipping within the continental United States. Thank you. Visit eBay Store.
Full size photos Video. Stock :. To be sure you access all the photographs, please go to our
main website: Garage Kept Motors. There are two instances when we are left speechless when
looking at a vehicle - when a vehicle looks terrible and we need to choose our words wisely, and
when a vehicle is absolutely incredible and we're left awestruck. This Resto-mod Chevrolet
pickup most definitely falls into the latter category. This truck is simply amazing. Just looking
over the truck as a whole, the build was obviously extremely well thought out. The paint on this
truck is absolutely gorgeous, not just brown, but Metallic "Copper Brown". The paint has
amazing depth, so looking at the truck in the sun will put your jaw on the ground. There are lots
of subtle changes on the body that if you have a keen eye you will notice. A few such details are
matte black paint around the cab's rear window, matte black on the tailgate, deleted fuel filler,

and custom mirrors. The exterior shows extremely well with all painted surfaces being smooth,
and chrome looking excellent. During the restoration process, the weather stripping and
window seals were replaced, and when the panels were re-hung on the truck the panel gap was
dialed in just right. The bed features wood slats with stainless steel ribs, and a fuel filler
opening neatly integrated. The usual stepside tailgate chains were deleted and metal 'rods' with
machined aluminum 'handles' were added to help keep the exterior smooth. Open the driver's
door and one of the first things you will notice is the smell of leather. The interior is finished in
dark brown and tan color scheme that perfectly compliments the truck's exterior. A number of
upgrades have been made in the cab, and are neatly integrated, again complimenting the well
thought out build. Once settled in the custom designed and fabricated driver's seat, you're
within reach of a billet steering wheel that has been wrapped in leather. The engine swap of
choice these days has found its way into the tidy engine bay of this '64 pickup. The LS V8 that is
nestled in the engine bay is clean and dressed up a little bit - you couldn't just drop any LS in
the engine bay of this thing! This LS2 wears aluminum heads, and offers roller rockers, and
camshaft, forged pistons, H-beam connecting rods, and crankshaft. Polished pulleys, custom
valve covers, and a color matched intake manifold are the first things that catch your attention.
All wiring has been replaced, and is neatly integrated, or hidden in the case of the engine bay.
The truck is lowered on Ride Tech coilove
pontiac crossfire
trucktrailernet
saab 9 3 fuel filter replacement
rs front and rear. Heidts front and rear sub frames, braided stainless steel brake lines, new
bushings, rack and pinion steering conversion, are highlights of the underside of the truck. We
could write pages and pages about this awesome truck, but we're going to have to cut it short. It
is really worth looking through all of the photos to see the details and the incredible finish that
this truck has. Fit and finish is spot on, thanks to hours and hours of work, planning, and
creativity. This is a fresh build with minimal use since it was finished, and is sure to be a
contender for a lot of attention whether at shows or just enjoying the open road. Be sure to
check out all the photos and video on our main website: Garage Kept Motors. Call if interested
or e-mail with any questions. Thank you for looking. Vehicle Description. About Garage Kept
Motors. Contact us for more details. Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping
question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Fees and Taxes.

